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Quantum and mixed quantum/classical calculations of the photolysis of a HCl adsorbate on a MgO
surface are reported. In the quantum calculation of the hydrogen dynamics~with rigid surface and
chlorine atoms! a strong oscillatory structure is found in the angular distribution of the
photofragmented hydrogen as well as in the absorption spectrum. These resonances are caused by
temporary trapping of the hydrogen atom between the chlorine atom and the surface and reflect the
initial perpendicular adsorption geometry. Corrugation of the surface potential leads to a significant
modification of these interference patterns, which exist even for a flat surface. Within a mixed
quantum/classical time-dependent self-consistent field~Q/C TDSCF! propagation the influence of
surface degrees of freedom on the interference patterns is investigated. The thermal motion of the
surface and inelastic collisions of the hydrogen atom with the surface and the chlorine atom washes
out most of the oscillatory structure. In the fully angular and energy resolved spectra nevertheless
clearly distinguishable peaks are seen. They can be used in practice to extract information about
adsorption geometry and surface potential parameters. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!01646-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable progress in the theore
modeling of the photodissociation dynamics of small ads
bate molecules on ionic surfaces in the last years. The la
number of degrees of freedom made the studies focus
dominantly on two situations. One is to use classical mole
lar dynamics,1–4which can be done with relative ease also
systems with a large number of coordinates. On the o
hand, quantum calculations for the photofragments must
on more stringent dynamical approximations like the one
a rigid surface.5–7 In this study we combine both methods
a mixed quantum/classical time-dependent self-consis
field ~Q/C TDSCF! approach. Thereby we get a descripti
of the effects caused by the interplay of the many degree
freedom of the surface and some specific quantum eff
due to the hydrogen dynamics. As example, one of the m
interesting questions in this context is, to which extent qu
tum interference patterns in the spectra are destroyed b
elastic collisions and the thermal motion of the surface.

Other techniques for the simultaneous description
quantum effects and lattice vibrations in related syste
were developed for surface scattering8 and UV induced
desorption.9 In these cases the TDSCF separation is a
used, but the surface motion is modeled by taking ther
averages over phonon states.

The Q/C TDSCF method does not account for the qu
tum nature of lattice vibrations, which we expect to be
minor importance at the relevant energies of several eV
J. Chem. Phys. 105 (24), 22 December 1996 0021-9606/96/105(24)
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our system. On the other hand the method provides m
flexibility to include a large number of surface modes
other classically behaving particles. This is exploited in t
present study. In further applications it will be straightfo
ward to extend the model to even more complex situatio
as, e.g., the interaction with other, nondissociating coad
bates. In other contexts the Q/C TDSCF method was use
many dynamical calculations. Among them are react
scattering10 or photodissociation in rare gas matrices.11,12

Here we investigate the photodissociation of a sin
HCl molecule adsorbed on the~001! surface of a MgO crys-
tal. The geometry of this system is believed to be such t
the hydrogen atom points initially toward the surface.13 By
photoexcitation of HCl to the dissociative electronic1P state,
the photofragments gain an excess energy of several eV
a consequence of the initial orientation of the HCl adsorba
the hydrogen is first accelerated towards the MgO crystal
then backscattered from the surface ions. In this study
consider the resulting energy and angular distributions of
photofragments within the Q/C TDSCF approach and disc
their relation to the initial adsorbate geometry and the s
face potential.14,15

II. THE HCl/MgO SYSTEM

A. Potentials and geometry

For the geometry of the system and the potentials
refer to our earlier work on the classical description of t
system.4 According to the results of a periodic Hartree–Fo
11347/11347/10/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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11348 Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
calculation with Colle–Salveti correlation correcte
energies,13 HCl adsorbs perpendicular to the surface with t
hydrogen atom pointing down to one of the oxygen ions
the surface. The equilibrium distance of the adsorbate
somewhat closer to the surface than it was assumed in Re
The qualitative findings of Ref. 4 are however not affect
by this change. Table I summarizes the parameters use
the present study.

In brief, pairwise additive potentials are used for t
interactions between the atoms and ions. The MgO cryst
represented by an 83838 cluster of ions. The Coulomb in
teraction between the crystal ions is replaced by an effec
nearest-neighbor potential, which is adjusted to the M
phonon frequencies. The interaction of the hydrogen a
with the oscillating ions models the effect of surfa
phonons.

In the initial state, prior to photodissociation, the we
binding of HCl to the surface results in a large bending m
tion of the adsorbate due to the zero-point energy. This c
responds to a broad initial wave function for the spatial
grees of freedom of the hydrogen atom~Fig. 1!. As discussed

TABLE I. The parameters for the hydrogen potentialVH~r ,q! in the ground
state used in the calculation ofc~0! and the pairwise additive potentials afte
photoexcitation. The initial distance of the chlorine above the O22 ion of the
surface is 5.7 a.u. All values are given in atomic units,q in radians.

VH(r ,q)5VHCl(r )11.372310233q2

VXY~r!5CFS s

r2r0
D122S s

r2r 0
D 6G

H–Cl ~1S!: C50.155 s56.5 r 0523.26
H–Mg21: C51.3031023 s511.2 r 0525.84
H–O22: C51.3031023 s512.4 r 0526.48
Cl–Mg21: C51.52531025 s58.963 r 050
Cl–O22: C51.76731023 s56.132 r 050

V
HCl

1P
(r )5Ce2ar

H–Cl ~1P!: C57.967 a51.733

VMgO(r )5D$12exp@2b(r2r 0)#%
2

Mg21–O22: D50.11 b50.64 r 053.70

FIG. 1. The zero-point motion of the weakly bound adsorbate leads
broad distribution of the hydrogen wave packetucHu2 before photoexcitation.
The contour lines show the repulsive potential acting on the hydrogen a
after photoexcitation. The spatial coordinates are in angstro¨m and the dashed
line indicates the cut of Fig. 4.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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in detail in Ref. 4 this quantum effect is essential for t
dynamics and was therefore modeled already in the class
simulations.

B. Excitation and excited states dynamics

The photoexcitation of the HCl adsorbate is modeled
a Franck–Condon transition to the1P excited state. At the
instant of excitation the ground state wave functionc(x,z)
of the hydrogen atom is transfered to the repulsive1P poten-
tial surface~Fig. 1! and the evolution of the dissociatin
system is followed by solving the time-dependent Sch¨-
dinger equation. In the gas phase the photodissociation
HCl is known to occur by initial excitation to thisA 1P state.
Only at large distances of the photofragments there is sp
orbit coupling to thea 3P and 13P triplet states.16 In this
region the potential surfaces are similar and such nona
batic transitions have only a minor effect on the dynami
Here we assume that the system propagates on the1P state
only.

Results of two types of calculations will be shown. Fir
we consider an exact quantum propagation of a hydro
wave functionc(x,z,t) in a potential of rigid surface and
chlorine atoms. Second we perform a Q/C TDSCF propa
tion, in which inelastic collisions of the hydrogen atom wi
the surface and the chlorine atom are allowed. The class
motion of the chlorine atom and the crystal ions due to rec
and thermal motion is included in this calculation. In bo
cases the motion of the hydrogen atom is restricted to a p
perpendicular to the surface, i.e., described by a tw
dimensional wave functionc(x,z,t) to reduce the numerica
effort. In addition, three spatial coordinates for each of
crystal ions and the chlorine atom are propagated by
classical part of the Q/C TDSCF formalism.

From our classical dynamics study4 we know that out-
of-plane scattering of the hydrogen atom is only importa
for the higher excitation energies much above the photo
sociation threshold. Assuming in-plane scattering the tw
dimensional propagation gives correct results for angular
solved spectra in the (x,z)-plane. However, angula
independent observables, like the absorption spectrum,
affected by this approximation. The surface normal orien
tion of the adsorbate favors the trapping of the hydrog
atom discussed later. In the two-dimensional description
relative probability for close to normal configurations
overestimated compared to the three-dimensional c
where non-normal orientations are more likely.

The thermal motion of the surface is taken into acco
by averaging several Q/C TDSCF runs with different init
configurations of the crystal ions. These configurations
obtained as ‘‘snapshots’’ of a long-time classical propagat
of the MgO cluster without adsorbate at a surface tempe
ture T520 K. The procedure is the same as in the class
simulation of Ref. 4.

a

m

o. 24, 22 December 1996
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11349Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
III. METHODS

A. Quantum propagation on two grids

The wave packet is propagated by the Chebyc
method17 and a fast Fourier transformation scheme for
evaluation of the Hamilton operator. A large numerical g
is needed to represent the wave function occupying a w
region in space after scattering from the surface. The la
momentum of the final hydrogen requires a dense spacin
the grid points~Dx5\p/pmax'0.06 Å!. Since a momentum
analysis of the scattered wave function is performed, we
not follow the common procedure to absorb the outgo
wave function at some boundary in order to reduce the
of the grid. Instead we split the wave packet into two pa

c~q,t !5c I~q,t !1c II~q,t ! ~1!

and propagate each of them on a separate grid~Fig. 2!. One
of the grids has 2563128 points and covers the interactio
region near the surface. A second, larger grid with 5123512
points is used for the potential free region further apart fr
the surface and the chlorine atom. The propagation of
wave function on the second grid is efficiently performed
analytical methods.18

Although the linearity of the Schro¨dinger equation al-
lows an arbitrary splitting~1! of the wave function, in prac-
tice a smooth connection between the two grids has to
defined. The splitting must not introduce higher momenta
the split wave functions than can be represented by the g
Then the artificial features introduced by splitting the wa
functions cancel in the complete wave function.

Parts of the wave packetcI~q,t! near the boundaries o
the smaller grid are transferred to the second grid in ti
intervals of 0.6 fs, which is short enough, that the wa
packetcI~q,t! does not reach the boundaries,

c I~q!→c I~q!@12G~q!#,
~2!

c II~q!→c II~q!1c I~q!G~q!.

FIG. 2. The two numerical grids used for the quantum propagation. On
part of the large grid II is shown. The grey scale is a superposition of
potential and the transfer functionG~q!, which circularly surrounds the
region, where hydrogen interacts with the chlorine atom and the surf
The repulsive potentials of the surface ions and the chlorine atom ca
seen as white circles. The inset shows the smooth step functionG~q!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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The transfer functionG~q! is zero in the inner part of the firs
grid and smoothly reaches a value of 1 for coordinateq
further away from it. Here we used a circular shape for t
function with centerq0 lying 1 a.u. under the O22-ion at
which the HCl is adsorbed~Fig. 2!

G~q!5G̃~ uq2q0u!,
~3!

G̃~r !5@11e2g~r2 r̄ !#21,

with the parametersr̄511 a.u. andg52 a.u.21.
The second grid~in momentum representation! can also

be viewed of as a storage area for those parts of the w
packet on the first grid, which are damped off on the bou
aries of the smaller grid. Each grid point accumulates
amount of wave function with a corresponding momentu
~direction and energy!, determined by Fourier transformatio
of the damped part of the wave packet.

B. Q/C TDSCF propagation

The general concept of the time-dependent s
consistent field approach19–22 goes back to Dirac and Fren
kel. A multidimensional wave functionC(q1 ,q2 ,t) is ap-
proximated by a product of wave functionsc i(qi ,t) each
with lower dimensionality~for simplicity of notation we as-
sume two one-dimensional wave functions!,

c~q1 ,q2 ,t !5c1~q1 ,t !c2~q2 ,t !. ~4!

With the variational principle one finds that the wave fun
tionsc i(qi ,t) individually obey Schro¨dinger-type equations
with an additional, time-dependent SCF potent
Vi(qi ,t).

20,21 These potentials are the expectation values
the total potential calculated with the wave function for t
other part of the system,

Vi~qi ,t !:5^c j uV12~q1 ,q2!uc j& iÞ j . ~5!

The time dependence ofVi(qi ,t) thus originates from the
time dependence of the wave functionc j (qj ,t). The
Schrödinger equations for thec i(qi ,t) are formally indepen-
dent, but have to be solved simultaneously at any timet,
since the explicit time dependence of their SCF potent
Vi(qi ,t) is determined by the other equation. In this w
energy transfer between the modesq1 andq2 is incorporated
in the treatment.

If the exact wave functionC(q1 ,q2 ,t) is separable at al
times, the TDSCF procedure gives the exact res
C(q1 ,q2 ,t)5c(q1 ,q2 ,t). In other cases the TDSCF wav
functionC(q1 ,q2 ,t) is the ‘‘best’’ 20 separable approxima
tion to the exact solution. By the product ansatz~4! all cor-
relations between the modesq1 andq2 are neglected. There
fore this approximation breaks down whenever correlatio
become important, as, e.g., when the wave function start
break up into several parts.23

The formal independence of the Schro¨dinger equations
for theci allows the use of different propagators for differe
modes. This is an important advantage as the use of fur
specific approximations for the individual modesqi is pos-
sible. In the present case one of the wave packets,
c2(q2 ,t), behaves rather classically and we therefore repl
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11350 Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
the quantum propagation ofq2 by classical propagation. Thi
is common practice in treating the dynamics of heavy ato
One of the consequences of any classical treatment is
neglect of quantum phase information as will be discusse
Sec. III C 2. The total system is now described by quant
coordinatesq:5q1 and classical coordinatesR:5q2 . With
the Hamiltonian

Ĥ~q,R!5Ĥq~q!1ĤR~R!1V12~q,R! ~6!

and the resulting classical forcesFcl(R)52]ĤR/]R the dy-
namics is determined bymixed quantum/classicalTDSCF
equations,22,24

i\ċ~q,t !5@Ĥq1Vq~q,t !#c~q,t !, ~7!

ṗ~ t !5Fcl~R!1FR~R,t !, ~8!

Ṙ5p/m.

The Schro¨dinger Eq.~7! contains an additional TDSCF po
tential Vq(q,t), and the Hamilton Eqs.~8! include an addi-
tional TDSCF forceFR(R,t). These quantities describe th
effect of the mean field of the other subsystem in each eq
tion through the coupling potentialV12(q,R) and the corre-
sponding forcesF12(q,R),

FR~R,t !:5^c~q,t !uF12~q,R!uc~q,t !&, ~9!

Vq~q,t !:5V12@q,R~ t !#. ~10!

In practice the equations are solved by assuming cons
TDSCF potentials~forces! within small time stepsDt, during
which the modes are propagated independently. After up
ing the TDSCF valuesFR and Vq , the equations are the
solved for the next time stepDt.

Among the several different Q/C TDSCF algorithms w
here use the method, in which one classical trajectory
propagated together with one wave packet. At the end
average over several such runs for different classical in
conditions is performed.25 In another scheme one wav
packet interacts with the average of a trajectory bundle.24

C. Computational aspects

1. Quantum propagator

For solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
one has a choice between various methods. Since he
large grid is required, efficiency is an important criterio
This in particular favors methods using a polynomial exp
sion of the propagator over second-order differencing or
split-operator technique.26 For practical purposes two type
of polynomial expansion~or Krylov-space based! algorithms
can be distinguished.17 First there is the large class of th
‘‘nonuniform’’ methods, often referred to as ‘‘short-tim
propagators,’’ like Newton, residuum, or Lanczos meth
Second there is the ‘‘uniform’’ approach which represen
by the Chebychev method and its derivatives.

Although the Chebychev method is usually conside
as a ‘‘long-time propagator,’’ the crucial parameter of t
propagation isDEDt/\ ~whereDt is the time interval of a
single propagation step andDE is the energy interval, which
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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can be represented on the numerical grid!. The larger
DEDt/\ is, the more favorable the Chebychev method b
comes in comparison to the nonuniform propagators. Si
hereDE is large we use this method even for the TDSC
calculations, where the time intervalDt is limited by the
time dependence of the effective SCF potentials. This
therefore an example for a problem with a time-depend
Hamiltonian, where the Chebychev propagator is not o
applicable but even preferable.

2. Validity of the Q/C TDSCF approach

In this study we want to includesomespecific quantum
effects in the model of a system, in which most properties
well represented already on a classical level. Besides
zero-point motion of the initially adsorbed HCl molecule a
important quantum effect is the interference pattern in
motion of the hydrogen atom and its consequences on
energy and angular spectra. The modeling of some quan
features has to be seen in contrast to the treatment of
tems, where a full quantum description is essential for
dynamics. Approximations, which may not work there at a
can safely be used in the present case.

Since for the classical subsystem, the Q/C TDS
method yields no quantum phase information, the phase
the total system also remains undefined. Observables
pending on this phase, like spectroscopic properties m
therefore remain undetermined on this level.22 In particular,
the absorption spectrum or the corresponding autocorrela
function of the total wave function are beyond the pres
Q/C TDSCF approach. We want to make two points rega
ing this issue. First, the failure in producing the absorpt
spectrum is not caused by the TDSCF separation, but ra
a consequence of the classical approximation for one of
subsystems. A quantum/semiclassical TDSCF appro
could provide the relevant phase information.22,27 Second,
despite of the lack in the description of spectroscopic obse
ables, dynamical properties can be obtained by the Q/C
SCF approximation.22,24 Here we are interested in the dy
namics of the hydrogen atom, i.e., its angular distributio
velocity distribution and energy transfer. These propert
are known to be accurately represented on the Q/C TDS
level—at least for short times.22,24,25 The ~exact! quantum
dynamics of the hydrogen motion is modified by interacti
with the surface on a very short time scale only, which is
favorable condition for the TDSCF approximation.

3. TDSCF coordinates

The TDSCF formalism neglects all correlations betwe
the different sets of modes of the system. Since the num
cal effort to describe these correlations scales exponent
with the number of modes, the gain in numerical efficiency
large. An important aspect of the TDSCF approach is
choice of coordinates. Obviously the success of the appr
mation depends on a proper choice of modes with minim
correlations between them. Here we separate the coordin
of the hydrogen atom from the coordinates of all other p
ticles and represent the two hydrogen coordinates b
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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11351Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
single, two-dimensional wave function. The different ma
and time scales of the chosen subsystems reduce correla
between them. Such a separation was used for other hy
gen containing systems and favorably compared to e
calculations.28,29 There is also interesting work on simila
systems, where a more drastic TDSCF approximation wi
separation of the hydrogen coordinates themselves
used.5,23

The TDSCF approximation obeys energy and mom
tum conservation in the total system.22 For a control of the
numerical convergence with respect to the TDSCF time s
Dt, a test of energy conservation alone is not sufficient. IfDt
is chosen too large, the transfer of energy between the m
can be too small, even if the total energy is conserv
Therefore the results have to be checked by propagation
a considerably smallerDt, e.g., for a short time interval dur
ing which the interaction between the modes is strong.

4. Computational effort

The computational effort of the simulation techniqu
depends on several parameters. The computation time fo
classical simulation is determined by the number of io
used to describe the MgO cluster. This number was not
timized in this study. For a comparison of the classical a
quantum simulations it is important to note that the class
distributions reflect the statistics associated with the traje
ries for different initial conditions. The statistical signifi
cance is controlled by the number of trajectories, while
quantum simulation is just a single, but considerably slow
calculation. Here we use 1500 classical trajectories comp
to one wave packet propagation.

The ratio of computation times is 6:1:3 for the classic
quantum~rigid surface!, and Q/C TDSCF simulations, re
spectively. The classical simulation takes the largest ti
because in each run of the many trajectories the comp
MgO cluster dynamics~which is kept frozen in the quantum
case and calculated only once for each Q/C TDSCF run! is
calculated. The Q/C TDSCF method is just three tim
slower than the quantum propagation, although over 1
additional coordinates of the MgO ions and the chlor
atom are propagated.

IV. RESULTS

A. Resonances and absorption spectrum

The absorption spectrum for the excitation of HCl to
repulsive1P state becomes modified when the molecule
adsorbed on a MgO surface. For HCl in the gas phase
broad, continuous absorption band shows no structure. H
ever the quantum calculation of the photodissociation
namics with rigid surface and chlorine atoms leads to
absorption spectrum with a strong oscillating structure~Fig.
3!.

The absorption spectrum is determined by the dipole
tocorrelation function of a wave packet30 f(t)

s~E1E0!}E
2`

`

eiEt/\^f~0!uf~ t !&dt. ~11!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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The photon energyhn5E1E0 is the sum of the excess en-
ergy of the photofragmentsE and the initial binding energy
E0. The functionf is the product of the dipole transition
momentmf i and a wave function propagated from the initia
ground statec~0!,

f~ t !:5m f ie
2 iĤ t/\c~0!. ~12!

Here we assume that the dipole transition moment is ind
pendent of the H–Cl separation in the range of the initi
wave functionc~0!. The advantage of the approach~11! is,
that only a small area in real space covering the initial wav
function is needed for the calculation of the autocorrelatio
function. Since the latter is decaying rapidly, the propagatio
is restricted to short times.

The origin of the additional structure in the absorptio
spectrum is already clear from an one-dimensional model.
we restrict the hydrogen motion to the surface normal,
feels abinding potential between the chlorine and the sur
face. In this potential the energy of the hydrogen atom
quantized with levels shown in Fig. 4 leading to the corre
sponding structure in the photoexcitation spectrum. In oth
words, the hydrogen wave packet interferes with itself, whi
oscillating between chlorine atom and surface. Depending
energy there is destructive or constructive interference lea
ing to different probabilities of the excitation process. Sinc
the hydrogen motion in real is not just one-dimensional, th
hydrogen atom finally leaves the surface area and the lev
obtain some finite width~Fig. 3!.

The position of these resonances in the absorption sp
trum can be used to determine potential parameters of
system. In Fig. 4 a one-dimensional cut through the surfac
and chlorine potentials used in the simulation is shown. Th
dashed line is a harmonic potential which is reconstruct
from the position of the energy peaks in the absorption spe
trum and found to be in good agreement with the origin
potential.

FIG. 3. Absorption spectrum of the HCl adsorbate~solid line, shifted to
corresponding excess energies! and energy distribution of the hydrogen
atom~dots! for rigid surface and chlorine atom positions~see Fig. 11!. The
peak structure is caused by trapping resonances of the hydrogen atom
tween the surface and chlorine atom.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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11352 Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
The structure in the absorption spectrum is related to th
recurrence peak in the autocorrelation function^f~0!uf(t)& at
t'13 fs ~Fig. 5!. The Fourier transformation~11! of this
peak is responsible for the oscillating feature in the absor
tion spectrum. It is caused by that part of the wave packe
which comes back to its initial statec~0! after colliding with
the surface.

There is another more technical aspect concerning t
absorption spectrum. In the approximation of a hydroge
moving in a potential with rigid surface and chlorine atoms
the hydrogen energy is constant. Therefore the final ener
distribution coincides with the initial excess energy distribu
tion given by the absorption spectrum. This can be used as
numerical check of the propagation and in particular of th
representation on the two distinct numerical grids. The a
sorption spectrum is calculated on the smaller grid at sho
times of the propagation, as already mentioned. In contra
the final energy of the hydrogen is obtained on the secon

FIG. 4. A harmonic potential~dashed line!, reconstructed from the peaks in
the absorption spectrum~Fig. 3!, and the actual potential used in the simu-
lation ~solid line; this is a cut normal to the surface, as indicated in Fig. 1!.
The energy levels of the harmonic potential correspond to the peaks in t
absorption spectrum. The dotted line shows a potential cut~shifted in
z-direction to match the minima!, assuming a different adsorbate position
~Fig. 12! for comparison.

FIG. 5. The modulus of the autocorrelation functionu^cH(t) ucH~0!&u of the
hydrogen wave packet for rigid surface and chlorine atom positions. After
rapid decay of the autocorrelation function, parts of the wave packet a
reflected back from the surface to the initial hydrogen state and lead to a fi
recurrence peak at 13 fs. It is responsible for the oscillating structure in t
absorption spectrum.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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grid from the asymptotic momentum representation of
wave packet. Both results are shown in Fig. 3 and comp
well.

Since the two-dimensional description as well as the
proximation of rigid surface and chlorine atom positio
overestimates the hydrogen oscillation, we expect the ef
to be weaker in reality. The classical treatment of the surf
modes does not allow to calculate the absorption spect
for a nonrigid surface. The related hydrogen energy distri
tion in this case will be discussed in Sec. IV C.

Although in a classical description the resonances
seen as oscillating trajectories of the hydrogen atom@Fig.
3~d! of Ref. 4#, they lead to a quantum effect for the absor
tion spectrum, which is missing on a classical level. Su
correspondence of unstable classical periodic orbits
quantum wave function~‘‘quantum scar’’! is discussed in
detail in Ref. 31.

B. Angular distribution

The angular distribution of the final hydrogen fragmen
is shown in Fig. 6. For rigid surface and chlorine atom p
sitions one gets the distributions for monochromatic exc
tion from the wave function by projection of the correspon
ing excess energy. Excitation at 193 nm leads to
spectrum in Fig. 6~b!. It shows a strong oscillatory interfer
ence pattern. Its origin will be discussed in Sec. IV D.

The energy dependent oscillations cancel in the ang
spectrum for broad band excitation@Fig. 6~c!#, in which a
integration over all possible excitation energies is perform
This energy integrated quantum distribution is similar to t
classical one@Fig. 6~a!#. Here the spectra for an excitation
193 nm are shown, but in the classical case the difference
different excitation energies and the distribution for bro
band excitation is small. The rainbow peaks at 25° and
particular at 55° are more prominent than in the class
case. The classical scattering shadow, induced by the c
rine atom betweenU50° and 20°, can also be seen in th
quantum case, although the wave function has a tail into
angular range.

There is a similarity between the quantum and the cl
sical distributions, but the additional effect of interference
the quantum wave function leads to a strong modification
the quantum spectra for monochromatic excitation. These
terferences may be overestimated by the assumption of r
surface and chlorine atom positions. Therefore it is intere
ing to understand how this effect is influenced by the ma
additional degrees of freedom in the more realistic mode
the surface.

In Fig. 6~d! the motion of the chlorine atom and th
MgO ions is described classically within the Q/C TDSC
method, in which inelastic scattering from the surface a
energy transfer to the chlorine atom are allowed. There
only slight modifications to the ‘‘rigid’’ angular spectrum
@Fig. 6~b!#. After taking into account the thermal motion o
the surface by averaging several runs with different init
conditions for the surface ions@Fig. 6~e!#, the differences
become slightly stronger. The energy integrated angular
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11353Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
tribution @Fig. 6~f!# again is similar to its counterpart fo
rigid surface and chlorine atom positions@Fig. 6~c!#.

From the classical study of the system4 it has been con-
cluded that the angular distribution is not very sensitive
inelastic effects. This remains true also for the quantum c
As an important consequence, the interference patterns
not destroyed by including the additional degrees of freed
of the surface and the chlorine atom in the more reali
simulation.

C. Energy transfer

The approximation of rigid surface and chlorine atom
implies that the energy distribution of the hydrogen atom
equivalent to the absorption spectrum. When energy tran
through inelastic collisions is considered as in the Q/C T
SCF approach the peaks in the hydrogen energy distribu
nearly vanish~Fig. 7!. Since we argue that the peaks a
already overestimated by our two-dimensional simulation
the hydrogen atom, it is expected that the oscillations co
pletely vanish for the real three-dimensional system.

FIG. 6. The angular distribution of the scattered hydrogen atom relativ
the surface normal. Quantum wave packet dynamics creates a strong
ference structure~b!, which is absent in a classical description~a!. ~a! Clas-
sical simulation for a monochromatic excitation at 193 nm.~b! Quantum
dynamics with rigid surface and chlorine atom positions; projected to e
gies corresponding to an excitation at 193 nm~see Fig. 11!. ~c! Quantum
dynamics with rigid surface and chlorine atom positions; energy integr
spectrum~see Fig. 11!. ~d! Q/C TDSCF simulation for a perfectT50 sur-
face lattice, projected to energies corresponding to excitation at 193 nm~e!
Q/C TDSCF simulation for a surface atT520 K; projected to energies
corresponding to excitation at 193 nm~see Fig. 13!. ~f! Q/C TDSCF simu-
lation; energy integrated spectrum~see Fig. 13!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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In the angular resolved spectrum, however, the pe
remain clearly distinguishable~Fig. 7! even when inelastic
effects are included on the Q/C TDSCF level. Such a m
realistic treatment shows the same oscillations as the abs
tion spectrum in the rigid-surface case.

Experimentally it should even be possible to avoid t
averaging due to inelastic scattering by measuring the e
tically scattered hydrogen atoms~zero-phonon peak! after
monochromatic excitation. In the classical description of
surface modes used here, such an effect due to the qua
nature of phonons is not accounted for.

D. Interference effects in k -space

After the hydrogen atom leaves the surface region a
propagates freely, the momentum representation of its w
function no longer changes. Thisk-space representation o
the wave packet is a convenient tool for the analysis of
terference effects.6,32 Its qualitative form is shown in Fig. 8
The kx axis is chosen parallel,kz normal to the surface

to
ter-

r-

d

FIG. 7. The energy distribution of the scattered hydrogen atom in Q
TDSCF description.~a! The energy distribution, integrated over all scatte
ing angles~see Fig. 13!. Due to the motion the surface and chlorine atom
the peak structure almost disappears.~b! The energy distribution for a scat
tering angle of 20° to the surface normal~see Fig. 11!. This angular resolved
spectrum shows structure even for nonrigid surface and chlorine atoms

FIG. 8. The hydrogen wave packetuc̃H(kx ,kz) u2 in k-space. The distribution
of length and direction of thek-vector of the scattered hydrogen defines t
energy and angular spectra, respectively. The directionkx is parallel,kz is
normal to the surface. Due to vanishing of the wave function for negativkz
values and symmetry for positive and negativekx values, the following
detailed views of the wave packets are shown in the first quadrant of
kx ,kz plane only.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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11354 Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
Angular resolved energy spectra and energy resolved ang
distributions are cuts along lines of constant angle or c
stant energy~circles!. This correspondence to the differenti
spectra makes thek-space wave packet distribution also
experimentally accessible observable.

1. Interference effect for the flat surface

For an identification of the interference patterns we fi
investigate a simplified model with a flat, rigid surface. Co
rugation is neglected by using only thez dependence of the
H–O22-potential. The resulting wave function is shown
Fig. 9. The shape of the wave packet is roughly a circu
band around the origin with radii given by the maximal a
minimal momenta~corresponding to the possible excess e
ergies! of the hydrogen atom. In directions normal to th
surface the band is suppressed due to the chlorine shad

The wave packet shows a very pronounced, regular
terference pattern. These peaks are responsible for the o
lating structures in the energy resolved angular spectra
well as in the energy or absorption spectra. The oscillat
structure can be explained semiclassically by interferenc
different trajectories of the hydrogen atom, scattered into
same directionU. Depending on their relative phase for
particular energy and direction, they interfere destructiv
or constructively. A schematic view of two trajectories wi
the same direction is given in Fig. 10. The interference
these trajectories lead to a pattern ink-space, where the
maxima come to lie approximately on circles of consta
momenta. This circular structure can clearly be identified
Fig. 9 and originates from the fact, that qualitatively t
trajectories differ just by an additional oscillation of the h
drogen between the chlorine atom and the surface~Fig. 10!.
The corresponding phase difference is~roughly! independent
of the scattering angleU. Therefore one gets circles i

FIG. 9. The hydrogen wave packetuc̃H(kx ,kz) u2 after scattering from a flat,
rigid surface. The grey scale corresponds to the intensity,kx andkz are in
atomic units. A strong, regular interference structure can be seen.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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k-space and their distance is given by 2p increments of the
phase shift on this path of the hydrogen atom. As a matter
fact, this is just a different view of the origin of the interfer-
ence peaks in the absorption spectrum discussed in S
IV A.

2. Interference effect for the corrugated surface

Comparison of Fig. 9 with the result for the corrugated
rigid surface~Fig. 11! shows the influence of surface corru-
gation on the wave function ink-space. The scattering
shadow at normal anglesU now becomes smaller. Directions
with smallerU are reached also by hydrogen atoms whic

FIG. 10. The structure in the wave packet in Fig. 9 for a flat surface orig
nates~from a semiclassical point of view! from hydrogen trajectories, which
scatter into the same direction and interfere in the detector. As an exam
schematic views of two types of trajectories are shown. Their interferenc
leads to a circular pattern ink-space, which is shown together with the wave
packet of Fig. 9.

FIG. 11. The hydrogen wave packetuc̃H(kx ,kz) u2 after scattering from a
corrugated, rigid surface. Comparison with Fig. 9 shows the influence
surface corrugation on thek-space pattern. More quantitative information on
the interference structure can be found in the corresponding energy~Fig. 3!
and angular@Figs. 6~b!, 6~c!# spectra.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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11355Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
are reflected from surface areas further away from the c
rine atom@compare the trajectory in Fig. 3~b! of Ref. 4#.

In directions aroundU'50° the intensities are highe
and here also the classical dynamics simulation shows a
bow peak caused by surface corrugation.

Although the interference pattern is not as regular as
the flat surface case, the similarity can clearly be se
Therefore we interpret the main structure by the sa
mechanism as for the flat surface. Surface corrugation le
to a slight distortion, rather then being the main mechan
of its origin. Nevertheless corrugation induces significa
change in the momentum distribution.

An example for the effect of initial adsorbate geome
is shown in Fig. 12. Here HCl was assumed to be located
/A further away from the surface. The larger distance is
flected in faster oscillations of the interference pattern
k-space.

3. Interference effect and inelastic collisions

Figure 13 shows the hydrogen wave packet when
classical motions of the chlorine atom and MgO ions
treated on the Q/C TDSCF level. Then inelastic collisions
the hydrogen atom with the surface and the chlorine a
and the thermal motion of the surface are included in
dynamical description.

The hydrogen atom is scattered from surface ions n
having variable positions due to their thermal motion. The
fore hydrogen atoms~or parts of the wave packet! which are
released initially into the same direction may become
flected into different directions. Moreover the energy dis
bution of the hydrogen atom is affected by energy transfe
the MgO crystal and the chlorine atom. Both mechanis
broaden the wave packet peaks and wash out most of

FIG. 12. The hydrogen wave packetuc̃H(kx ,kz) u2 as in Fig. 11, but for an
adsorbate located 0.6 Å further apart from the surface. Compare Fig.
the strong influence of adsorbate geometry and potential on the interfer
pattern.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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structure in the interference pattern. Nevertheless the pe
remain distinguishable and therefore can be used to ex
information on adsorbate geometry and surface potentia

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We investigate the photodissociation dynamics of H
MgO on different levels of approximation; classical,4 quan-
tum mechanical with a restricted number of degrees of fr
dom, and in a mixed quantum/classical TDSCF framewo
The classical description~with zero-point energy of the ad
sorbate included! shows most of the general aspects of t
dynamics and gives an intuitive picture of the processes
the system. For the quantum wave packet dynamics of
hydrogen atom the surface and chlorine degrees of free
have to be frozen. The most prominent modification of t
classical results is the interference pattern in the angular
tribution and a pronounced structure in the absorption sp
trum.

From the classical simulation it is known that there
considerable energy loss of the hydrogen atom during
collisions with the surface~about 15%! and the chlorine
atom~about 5%!. Within the Q/C TDSCF approximation th
quantum interference can be described together with th
inelastic collisions and the thermal motion of the surfa
The angular distribution of the hydrogen atom is not chang
considerably when the assumption of a rigid surface is
leased. This is an interesting result by itself. On the ot
hand, the peak structure in the energy distribution avera
over all final angles practically disappears in the Q/C TDS
case. But the structure can still be seen in the angular
solved spectra, and the energy distribution for given fi

or
ce

FIG. 13. The hydrogen wave packetuc̃H(kx ,kz) u2 after scattering from the
MgO surface. The motions of the chlorine atom and the crystal ions
described in Q/C TDSCF approximation. Although the interference pat
is mostly washed out by the additional degrees of freedom, most of
peaks remain clearly distinguishable@compare Figs. 6~e! and 7#.
o. 24, 22 December 1996
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11356 Hintenender et al.: Photolysis of HCl on MgO (001)
angle is actually a property easier to measure in an exp
ment.

The interference effect in the angular distribution and
resonance structure in the absorption spectrum are cause
the temporary trapping of the hydrogen atom between
surface and the chlorine atom. This is the same effec
found before in the photodissociation of HCl in an Ar•••HCl
complex.25,28,33 The intensity of the effect depends on th
probability for hydrogen to become backscattered to
chlorine atom. For the rare gas complex this probability
lower, because most of the hydrogen will miss the arg
atom due to the zero-point motion of the HCl molecu
Here, however, the hydrogen atom hits the MgO surface
then scatters back. The surface corrugation directs also s
hydrogen back to the chlorine, which is not reflected fro
the surface region directly beneath the chlorine atom. N
ertheless even for the Ar•••HCl complex the interference ca
be seen,27 at least if the width of the initial wave packet
reduced in the simulation.28,33This is particularly interesting
since for the axially-symmetric Ar•••HCl problem it is pos-
sible to consider all three spatial coordinates, thus avoid
the overestimation of the effect in a two-dimensional fram
work. In the case of HCl/MgO we expect a stronger bindin
i.e., a narrower wave packet, and an amplification of
effect. Therefore the resonances should exist even if the
drogen motion is not restricted to two dimensions, and th
are good chances for observation in a realistic experim
Pump–probe spectroscopy is an alternative approach to
serve the resonance effect experimentally, even when
corresponding structure in the absorption spectrum and
hydrogen energy distribution are weak.

The possibility to measure the interference pattern in
hydrogen distributions is important, because it conta
much of the information on the potential surface and
geometry of the adsorbate. We found good agreement
tween the potential on the chlorine-surface axis and a po
tial reconstructed from the resonance pattern in the hydro
energy distribution.

It was also shown that the fundamental pattern of
interference can be seen with a flat surface. Surface corr
tion leads to a significant modification of this pattern. The
fore information on corrugation of the potential can in pri
ciple be obtained from double differential measureme
~energy and angle!, even if the interpretation of such data a
not as straightforward as, e.g., the interference for scatte
from a regular grid.

We expect that these results are qualitatively valid
any HX adsorbate dissociation on an ionic insulator surfa
as long as the HX is oriented along the surface normal w
the hydrogen pointing to the ionic crystal. For example
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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HF/LiF system is reported to have such a geometry.6 This
allows some flexibility for the design of an experiment
setup to measure the interference patterns in practice. W
high resolution, angular resolved energy measurement
the hydrogen atom at different excitation wavelengths
should be possible to resolve the oscillations in the spec
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